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About This Content

Enhance your Crusader Kings II experience with the Norse Unit Pack. The Norse Unit Pack adds unique graphics for countries
in northern Europe including Sweden, Denmark and Norway. 

Expect beards, axes and that pagan feeling to terrify neighboring regions. 

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by the masters of Grand
Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones...
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If you enjoy some diversity on your screen, then, I'd certainly say purchase this pack. The Norse models are really cool, and,
compliment the Finn, Rus, and Holy Order appearance packs quite well.. Everyone has an awesome story about Crusader Kings
they like to tell to get new players into the game. For me it's the time I zoomed into a really close battle and noticed that my guy
was represented by the Norse Unit DLC.. This was honestly a waste of money. The different looking units are nice, but why
wouldn't they be in the base game?
Absolutely would not recommend buying this or any other unit pack.. I'm recommending this because Odin himself told me to..
A nice add-on for flavor.. Paradox DLC "loves them and leaves them". The only reason I won't downvote this is because they
are Vikings and therefore might kill me.. In my humble Opinion these portrait packs are worth the money for a few reasons
based on my experience:

1) I like to play as Pagan or Muslim and have 4 wives, I then go and get a wife from each corner of the globe through raiding, is
possible all 4 princess.

2) There are modes that require these files for top grade 10\/10 wives to pillage from all corners of the world.

3) the system I use to rate is $1 = 1 hour.

4) Indie companies don't make as much as AAA developers and if I can spend $1 to get future content for a game I love I will
support it.. Not working. Did briefly in the past. Seems to have broken with the Charlemagne patch.. The one Unit Pack for
CKII that is absolutley necessary. I mean just look at those bearded beauties and tell me they don't make you want to go pillage
the shores of England, burn down all the monastaries, and carry off the women and children.
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The first and last time I purchased a Paradox graphics pack... The dissapointment was palpable. There isn't even a different
male\/female councillor model.

This amounts to $0.18 a model for character models that are halfway between PS2 and N64 graphics. I would have forgotten
which ones were enabled were it not for remembering the dissapointment. Even on sale, the graphics DLC are simply not
justifiable. The whole bundle of every unit pack ever released isn't worth the $0.50 sale price.. Pillaging and looting in style!.
Makes them look like proper Vikings now. But only buy when it's on sale
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